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Abstract
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In agile software development, software maintenance is present
almost from the beginning of software development life cycle and is
usually considered together with software evolution. Making
changes in software, either as corrective, preventive, adaptive or
perfective maintenance, comes with additional risks and costs. In
this paper, we discuss formal static software verification approaches
and their influence on triggering software maintenance processes
and on lowering costs and risks through automating regression
verification checks. We also discuss software maintainability as a key
software quality attribute in context of the overall software quality
and describe the effects of software refactoring to maintainability.
We present formal static verification approaches that can support
the refactoring process.
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maintenance and software evolution are commonly
considered together [74].

1. Introduction
Over the past years, IT industry is rapidly evolving
and is one of the most growing industries worldwide.
Software is developed for the large variety of
different consumer devices and purposes, including
internet of things, virtual and augmented reality,
gaming and entertainment, smart environments,
consumer healthcare, artificial intelligence and big
data, and communication technologies. With an
increasing software production trend, software
engineering processes that emphasize an
acceleration of software delivery are getting more
attention, and agile software development
approaches are being rapidly enhanced. Common
software development life cycle (SDLC) includes
planning,
analysis,
design,
implementation,
testing/integration and maintenance [49, 62]. While
in traditional models of software development, all
these phases used to be clearly separated over
involved actors and allocated time, within agile
software development, where software engineers
and customers work together on the products,
software maintenance becomes tightly integrated
into other development processes, and software

According to ISO/IEC 14764 standard [40], software
maintenance is divided into four categories.
Corrective and preventive categories are concerned
with fixing existing bugs in software. If a bug is
reported by customers, then fixing it corresponds to
corrective maintenance, while if a bug is observed
and fixed by a software developer or maintainer, this
corresponds to preventive maintenance. Adaptive
and perfective categories are concerned with
proactive
software
enhancements. Adaptive
maintenance keeps the software usable, by making
modifications ac- cording to evolving changes in the
overall
software
environment.
Perfective
maintenance keeps the software quality, especially
quality related features that influence software
maintainability. Maintainability is a software quality
attribute that represents the capability to efficiently
in- corporate the code changes [75] corresponding to
software maintenance categories, that include
correcting faults, improving performance issues,
adapting the software to a changed customer
requirement
or
a
changed
environment.
Maintainability assumes several subattributes,
9
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engineering concept, software evolution is
recognized in 1965, and is used to describe the way
the software grows and evolves over time [38]. The
main goals of maintenance are to fix and prevent
different kinds of failures. Maintenance used to be
considered as a set of activities that are conducted
after delivery of software to customers, but with
modern software development approaches that
includes early and continuous software delivery,
maintenance can also be present during software
development. The goals of software evolution are to
evolve and enhance software by implementing new
functionalities or by adapting and improving the
existing functionalities. In general, maintenance does
not introduce major changes to the system, while
evolution can introduce substantial changes.

including testability, as the process of correcting
software issues may introduce new ones. Therefore,
software testing is a part of software maintenance,
while high testability implies high maintain- ability
and vice versa, i.e. these two software quality
attributes mutually reinforce each other. As software
design and the overall quality decreases over time
[52, 65], it is necessary to apply different techniques
to preserve maintainability. Software refactoring is a
process of improving design of an existing code and
is an important part of keeping maintainability
through software evolution [29].
In this paper, we discuss software evolution and
maintenance within agile SDLC with an emphasis on
continuous delivery (Section 2). We present
connections between maintenance and verification
and validation processes and show influences of the
newest formal verification approaches on software
maintenance (Section 3). We give a brief overview of
software quality attributes and characterize
maintainability as one of the key software quality
attributes that unifies modularity, reusability,
analyzability, modifiability, and testability (Section
4). We present software refactoring principles as a
driving force for keeping maintainability through
software evolution, giving an insight to novel tools
and research that can support the refactoring process
(Section 5).

Software development life cycle (SDLC) defines
processes that are followed in software pro- duction
[49]. The main aim is to produce and maintain highquality software that corresponds to customer
expectations, within time and cost estimates.
International standard ISO/IEC 12207 defines
software life-cycle processes including both initial
development and maintenance of software. Each
project has a unique combination of requirements,
environment, involved engineers and customers.
SDLC model should always be carefully chosen and
adapted to a concrete project. Basic SDLC models
include the waterfall model, the V-model, the iterative/spiral model and prototyping [62]. Modern SDLC
models emphasize continuous software delivery. The
waterfall model and the iterative model are
presented in Figure 1.

2. Software maintenance and evolution
within SDLC
Software maintenance and evolution are strongly
connected concepts [74, 61] and are usually
considered together. While maintenance is a common

Figure 1: The waterfall SDLC model (left) and iterative SDLC model (right)
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There are two maintenance standards, ISO/IEC
14764 [40] which is a part of the standard ISO/IEC
12207 [41], and the maintenance standard IEEE/EIA
1219 [20]. These standards organize the
maintenance activities within software development
phases, and maintenance is a part of problem
identification, analysis, design, implementation,
testing and delivery.

The waterfall model is the first developed SDLC
model [62]. It defines basic software development
phases that are still present in all modern structured
SDLC models. In the waterfall model, the phases are
accomplished sequentially, there is no overlapping
between the phases and the outcome of one phase is
the input for the next phase. SDLC starts with
requirement gathering and analysis, which specifies
the system that should be developed. It continues
with system design which defines the overall system
architecture, built within the implementation phase
and integrated and tested within the next phase.
Finally, once the system is integrated and tested, it is
deployed in the expected environment, and after its
deployment, the maintenance phase begins. This
model predicts possible issues that should be fixed
and maintenance is done to deliver all the necessary
changes to the customer. Waterfall model is
applicable only if a set of very strict conditions are
satisfied, and in such cases has many advantages, but
also important disadvantages including a big risk and
uncertainty. The V-model [62] is an extension of the
waterfall model which emphasize the importance of
verification and validation by adding a testing phase
for each mentioned development phase. While
testing after each phase reduces the overall risks of a
project failure, this model is also considered to be
with high risk. Software prototyping model
emphasize the importance of software validation in a
timely manner, and relies on building software
prototypes which display the user oriented
functionalities of the built system. The built
prototype might be completely unconnected to the
implementation of the final product. The customer
reviews are then used to build the final software
solution.

Methodologies that emphasize rapid and continuous
software delivery include rapid appli- cation
development model and agile model. Rapid
application development model is based on
prototyping and iterative development but with no
strict and specific phases within the development
process. Agile SDLC is an iterative and incremental
model which focuses on process adaptability,
customer satisfaction and rapid delivery. The
software product is usually broken into small parts
which can be incrementally built within
approximately two weeks. Within this period of time,
all software development phases are conducted, the
current version of software is built and usually
deployed and also given to customers. Customers can
review and use each deployed version of software
and therefore the maintenance phase is an integral
part of software development process. In this
scenario, it can be very difficult to split between
development and maintenance, as development is
guided by customer’s experience with the current
version of software. Common maintenance issues,
such as corrections and enhancements of software,
are a crucial part of software development and define
software evolution.
An important difference between maintenance and
development
activities
that
allows
their
differentiation is that development is usually driven
by well defined system requirements while
maintenance is driven by ongoing events [48]. Events
that can trigger software maintenance include, for
example, a change of request from a customer,
software failure or usage related is- sues. Fixing a bug
can be initiated both by a customer and by a software
developer, depending on a nature and consequences
of the discovered issue. Discovering a bug in a system
or realizing needs for changes can occur at any time,
and, therefore, events that trigger maintenance
activities cannot be predicted in advance.

In traditional iterative model, different development
phases are repeated sequentially, while in the spiral
model, the waterfall phases are repeated iteratively,
building the overall system in an incremental
manner, until the software is finally completed and
released, and the maintenance phase begins.
However, within modern iterative models,
maintenance and evolution activities usually exist
within software development and are closely
intertwined with development.
Traditional view of SDLC where maintenance is a
single step at the end of the development cycle is
misleading [64]. Modern development usually
incorporates
maintenance
within
standard
development
activities
and
development
requirements usually imply rapid and continuous
software delivery. Software maintenance can also
have its own life cycle, SMLC, that roughly consists of
understanding the code, modifying the code and
revalidating the code [7]. Different variations of SMLC
are available in literature [1, 14, 15, 87].

3. Enhancing maintenance with formal
verification approaches
Fixing existing bugs and preventing new bugs are
activities corresponding to corrective part of
software maintenance. On the other hand, finding and
fixing bugs are activities that correspond to software
verification and validation (V&V) processes.
Therefore, software maintenance and V&V are
strongly connected.
11
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There are different formal approaches for automated
checking of semantic properties of a given program.
Properties of interest include, for example, finding
bugs that can raise run-time errors, like buffer
overflows, division by zero or type mismatches. Most
common approaches are abstract interpretation [24],
symbolic execution [47], and model checking [18]
and there are many tools based on these approaches.

Testing corresponds to dynamic program analysis
and is usually used as a synonym for V&V. There are
different approaches to testing [58, 22]. Only a subset
of existing testing techniques is applied on a software
project, depending on the system requirements and
the overall project characteristics. Testing can be
done on the lowest implementation level,
corresponding to unit testing, on integration level,
corresponding to component and integration testing,
and on system level, corresponding to system testing.
System testing also includes exploratory testing,
acceptance testing and different kinds of
nonfunctional testing techniques, like configuration
testing, capacity testing, compatibility testing,
performance testing, regression testing, security
testing, and installation testing.

Abstract interpretation scales well on huge code
repositories. It does not give precise results, i.e. it can
have false positive results but cannot give witnesses
for violated properties. Abstract interpretationbased tools, in the absence of reported bugs,
guarantee the absence of possible bugs in the
examined code. Therefore, the usage of such tools is
required in development of safety critical software.
Examples of tools include Astree [10], Coverty [8] and
Polyspace Bug Finder [26].

There are many tools and frameworks that assist and
automate different kinds of testing. For example,
support for automated running of unit tests is usually
part
of
integrated
software
development
environment, while for automating testing of web
applications there are tools like Selenium [21],
Katalon [43] and TestComplete [66]. On the other
hand, there are aspects of software that cannot be
automatically assessed, like, for example, learnability
[77].

Symbolic execution generalizes testing and
corresponds to static execution of a program with
symbolic instead of concrete values [3]. It is used for
both automated bug finding and automated test-case
generation. Symbolic execution uses SAT/SMT
solving [9] or custom built solvers. Examples of tools
based on symbolic execution are KLEE [13],
Microsoft’s PEX [73] and SAGE [34].

However, testing is only one part of V&V approaches,
and there are also important approaches for checking
correctness of software without its execution, namely
by using static program analysis. Static program
analysis includes code reviews and automated
approaches. Code reviews are very important for
achieving high software quality, especially in the
context of code maintainability [19]. By code reviews
it is checked if there are some errors in code logic, if
all important cases are covered by implementation, if
the code is covered with appropriate test cases, if the
code follows corresponding project’s coding
standards, if there exists a better solution or more
efficient algorithm that can be used. Code reviews can
be more or less formal, and include formal
inspections, over-the-shoulder reviews, e-mail passaround, tool-assisted reviews and pair programming.
There are many tools that assist code review process,
like Phabricator [39], Gerrit [33], and Review board
[6].

Model checking is a formal verification approach,
originally developed for checking correct- ness
properties of hardware systems, but it is now widely
used for software systems as well [18]. Model
checking can be explicit-state or symbolic. Explicitstate model checking enumerates and explores all
possible states of a system, while symbolic model
checking represents sets of states symbolically and
uses SAT/SMT solving or binary decision diagrams.
Model checking can give witnesses for violated
properties that can be used for automated test case
generation. Tools based on model checking include
CBMC [17], LLBMC [53], ESBMC [23], Java PathFinder [76].
Combination of formal approaches can also be
used for automated checking of semantic properties.
For example, LAV [79, 80, 83, 82, 78, 67] is a publicly
available, open source, general purpose LLVM-based
[51] tool. For constructing correctness conditions, it
combines different techniques including symbolic
execution, model checking and SAT encoding of
program’s control-flow. As an underlying reasoning
machinery, for solving conditions, it uses SMT solvers
and supports usage of Z3 [25], Yices [27], MatSat [12]
and Boolector [11].

Automated approaches for static program analysis
include code linters and more sophisticated tools, i.e.
formal static analysis tools, usually based on
traditional artificial intelligence approaches. Code
linters look for stylistic errors, suspicious constructs,
security issues, code smells and usually can spot only
some simple programming errors. Linters are usually
based on syntax analysis [54], while more
sophisticated tools perform semantic analysis of
code.

The presented approaches and tools can help in
finding bugs and trigger and support both corrective
activities of software maintenance. However, fixing
one bug may introduce another bug and software
maintenance should prevent such situations, i.e.
12
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Assurance — incorporating quality aspects in
everyday work, and

should preserve functional software equivalence
between the old and the fixed version of code.
Checking if some functional property is preserved
between two versions of code is called regression
verification [70, 69, 2] and is usually done by
regression testing. Formal verification of equivalence
of two programs is an undecidable problem.
However, some simple but still very useful properties
can be automatically proved and formal static
analysis tools can be used to contribute to this issue.
For example, one such property is k-equivalence and
the tool LAV is successfully used in the context of
regression verification [82, 67].

Control — ensuring that the obtained outputs are of
the desired quality.
Software quality assurance [50, 36, 31] subsumes
processes that have in focus acquiring and keeping
software quality. It monitors and assures that all
other processes, methods and activities used within a
project ensure desired quality of software. The
desired quality may be defined by software
requirements, or can be defined as an externally
quality standard like, for example, ISO 9000 or ISO
15504. Software quality control includes software
verification and validation processes. Depending on
the purpose and aims of the software, each software
quality attribute may have different importance level.
Software quality attributes, defined by standard ISO
25010 are presented in Fig. 2.

4. Maintainability as a key quality attribute
Software quality is a degree to which software
product possesses the desired set of software quality
attributes [5, 86]. Software quality is achieved
through:

Figure 2: ISO/IEC 25010 categorization of software quality requirements [42]

static software metrics that are important in the
context of maintainability are coupling (quantitative
measure of interdependencies between different
modules), cohesion (quantitative measure of
interconnection between functions or objects of a
same module), cyclomatic complexity (quantitative
measure of the number of linearly independent
control flow paths) and size (number of lines of code).
Namely, low coupling, high cohesion, low cyclomatic
complexity and small size are characteristics of a
maintainable software.

Maintainability is considered as a key quality
attribute [75] as it describes the capability of
software to be modified and improved, i.e. its
possibility to outlive unpredictable future challenges.
Making a change in software requires:
1. understanding the software;
2. finding locations in software that need to be
changed;
3. making desired changes;
4. checking that changes have not broken the
existing code.

According to ISO 25010 standard, maintainability is
divided into five subattributes: modularity,
reusability,
analyzability,
modifiability
and
testability.

Maintainability addresses the easiness of all these
steps. As maintainability is a static quality attribute,
it cannot be assessed by testing, and different static
metrics have to be considered. Some examples of
13
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analyzability, the code should be well documented,
and should adopt and follow chosen coding
standards. Following coding standards should be
enforced by code reviews and by code linters. High
analyzability is a consequence of both high quality
design and how quality coding.

4.1. Modularity
Modularity refers to a degree in which logical
partitioning into independent and interchange- able
modules is present within software. Breaking
software into modules (units, components) allows
hiding the overall software complexity (by
abstraction and interface). Modules should be of
relatively small size, with low cyclomatic complexity,
high cohesion and there should be low coupling
between modules. Such modules then can be
separated and flexibly recombined in a numerous
way. Modularity assumes standardized interfaces
between modules, which are emphasized within
modern software architectures such as microservices
[59]. Modularity im- pacts the easiness of
understanding software and also the easiness of
finding and implementing changes within software. It
is usually set as one of the main goals of software
design phase.

4.4. Modifiability
Modifiability refers to the easiness of implementing
desired changes within software, without
introducing new bugs and issues. Coupling is a key
metric for modifiability, as high coupling implies
changes that are spread out the code and that easily
introduce new bugs. There are different aspects of
coupling that should be considered, including return
value coupling, parameter coupling, and shared
variable coupling [44]. System modularity improves
modifiability, as modularity hides system complexity
and with low coupling makes changes more localized.
For increasing modifiability, there are different
techniques that reduce intracomponent coupling, like
introducing layers that separate different technical
responsibilities, for example, separating into
different layers responsibilities such as business logic
and data access. Layers give the opportunity of
separating maintenance issues and also positively
influence reusability. However, layers do not
positively influence performance, as the many
interfaces and communication between components
slow down the efficiency. Modifiability is very tightly
connected with testability, as without good testability
it is not easy to check if a modification implied some
new issues.

4.2. Reusability
Reusability refers to a degree in which components of
one system can be used within other systems. There
are different levels of reusability, including
specification reuse, design reuse, code reuse, data
reuse, application system reuse, and test reuse.
Reusability is of crucial importance in the context of
making desired changes [32, 56], as instead of
developing new functionalities from scratch, it
should always be considered if some existing
components can be reused. Reusability is directly
connected to modularity, as high quality modularity
is a prerequisite to software reusability. Reusability
is also coupled with analyzability, including interface
complexity and documentation, as it is important to
easily understand the component that should be
reused. Main benefits of software reusability include
an increase of productivity, costs minimization,
quality improvement, development acceleration and
process risk reduction [30, 63, 4].

4.5. Testability
Testability refers to the easiness of checking if
changes have not broken the existing code.
Testability is influenced by project characteristics.
Gathering test cases is usually done manually, but in
some special cases tests can be generated
automatically [13, 34, 72, 71, 55]. However, if an
oracle function is not available, for example when the
result of computation is not known in advance, then
testing such application is more difficult and only
some special kinds of testing, like metamorphic
testing [16], are available. Software can be tested on
different levels, and some levels can be automated,
like unit testing, while some kinds of testing have to
be done manually, like acceptance or exploratory
testing. If large portions of testing can be run
automatically, that improves testability. Testability
directly influences the end users as high testability
im- pacts deliverability. Software that can be
thoroughly tested in a shorter amount of time can get
to users faster and without unexpected failures. Also,
developers benefit from getting feedback more often,
and that allows timely fixes and fast iterations. Test
driven development emphasize importance of

4.3. Analyzability
Analyzability refers to easiness of analyzing and
understanding the software. Therefore, it impacts the
first two steps of making a change in software
(understanding the software and finding locations in
software that need to be changed). Analyzability is
connected to modularity, as good modularity reduces
complexity and therefore improves analyzability. It is
also connected to reusability, as reusing existing
software components can make the analysis of code
much easier. High cohesion and low coupling
positively influence code analyzability, as in such
code programming logic concerning one aspect of
system is strongly localized. Similarly, low size and
cyclomatic complexity also positively influence code
analyzability, as it is easier to analyze and understand
smaller and non-complex portions of code. For high
14
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Existence of ripple effect that manifests with
necessity of making multiple different changes within
a single class/module or necessity of making a single
change to multiple classes/- modules. Refactorings
used for improving cohesion in this context positively
influence analyzability and modifiability, and can
indirectly influence reusability and modularity.

testability. Testability can be measured by different
metrics, for example, by the number of available test
cases, by the time needed for all tests to be run, and
by different test coverage criteria.
4.6. Enhancing maintainability
To achieve high maintainability, it is important to
include it as a goal of each phase of software
development life cycle. Maintainability can be
enhanced by adopting modern coding standards,
documentation standards and tools that support
automated test case generation and running.
However, as software evolves, it gets more complex,
and the maintainability may decrease if additional
care is not taken in order to keep and improve the
maintainability over the time.

Code redundancy, like duplicated code, comments,
dead code, and speculative generality. Refactorings
used for removing code redundancy improve
analyzability, modifiability and testability.
Coupling between classes/modules, such as usage of
the internal fields and methods of an- other
class/module and intensive usage of message chains.
Refactorings used for removing coupling improve
reusability, analyzability and modifiability, and
indirectly modularity and testability.

An important technique that can be used for keeping
and improving maintainability is software
refactoring.

Software refactoring is an everyday practice within
agile software development [67]. Within software
refactoring, programmers should systematically
make small changes in code in order to preserve
software equivalence [52, 29, 57]. Software
refactoring techniques usually affect small and
localized portions of code while some refactorings
are used just for preparing code to the application of
some other refactorings. Each refactoring step should
be followed by thorough testing such that if a bug is
introduced during the refactoring process, it is
noticed and fixed immediately. Good code coverage
by tests is essential for the refactoring process.
However, different surveys showed that refactoring
may involve additional costs and risks [46, 84], and
that programmers need tools that automate and
support this process [65, 85, 37].

5. Improving maintainability with software
refactoring
Software refactoring corresponds to changes of the
code structure that preserve functional equivalence
and aim to make software easier to comprehend and
to modify [52, 29]. Software refactoring is a term
usually used in object oriented programming, while
software restructuring is used in imperative
programming. Although object oriented and
imperative programming differ, there are some
important refactoring/restructuring techniques that
are very similar and used in both cases. In the
following text, we will use the term refactoring.
Refactoring improves software quality concerning all
quality subattributes related to soft- ware
maintainability [45]. The catalogue of software
refactorings includes more than sixty different
refactoring techniques [29]. These techniques can be
divided according to different problems with code
structure, usually called code smells, such as:

Simple code refactorings are integral parts of
integrated software development environments, for
example variable renaming or function renaming.
However, for each such change, a program- mer
should manually check and verify that it is done
correctly. Checking functional equivalence between
two versions of code is an undecidable problem, but
different approaches are developed to assist in this
process [28, 35, 82, 81, 60]. Formal software
verification techniques can be used to enhance
refactoring process. For example, the tool LAV is
successfully used for supporting refactoring steps
that include simultaneous changes of code that
includes different programming languages, namely
C/C++ and embedded SQL [67, 68, 83]. For
automating support of such refactorings it is
necessary to precisely model both imperative
programming within C/C++ programming language
and declarative programming present with SQL code.

Huge functions/methods or modules/classes that
should be separated. Separating code in such context
decreases complexity and therefore directly
improves modularity, reusability and analyzability. It
can also positively influence testability, as smaller
portions of code are easier to test, and indirectly
increase modifiability.
Incomplete or incorrect application of programming
principles, including object-oriented principles,
complex switch statements or sequences of if
statements, wrong usage of code hierarchy or its
absence, and alternative classes/modules with
different inter- faces. Refactorings used for
improving these code features positively influence
reusability, analyzability and modifiability.
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6. Conclusions
With an increasing popularity of agile software
development, guided by rapid and continuous
software delivery, software maintenance activities
become an integral part of everyday software
development processes. Therefore, improving
quality of software maintenance results and effects is
becoming even more important.

[4]

[5]

Maintenance includes fixing the existing bugs and
preventing the new ones and is therefore strongly
connected with software verification activities. It can
be both triggered and supported by software
verification and research results concerning
automating and making verification results more
reliable positively influence software maintenance.
For example, risks and costs that are involved with
making changes within software can be reduced by
using modern formal software verification
approaches that support automated bug finding and
automated equivalence checking.

[6]

[7]

[8]

Maintainability is a key quality attribute that should
be set as a goal of each phase of software
development life cycle. In addition, keeping high
maintainability trough a long lasting software
evolution should be supported by continuous
software refactoring. Software refactoring catalogue
includes a set of good practices that guide changes of
code that do not modify the external software
behaviour but that positively influence the internal
software quality. Applying refactoring techniques
involve possibility for introducing new bugs and
support for regression verification is highly
important to make this process reliable. Regression
testing is commonly used within refactoring process,
but new formal static regression verification
techniques, based on automated checking of code
equivalence, introduce new possibilities and increase
the overall reliability of refactoring changes.

[9]

[10]

To further support reliability of maintenance
outcomes, it is important to strength static formal
software verification approaches and to introduce
the newest research results into every- day practice.
As most of the problems that are encountered in this
context are undecidable, there will always be a room
for additional heuristics, improvements and
upgrades.

[11]

[12]
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